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Abstract: World Wide Web is growing rapidly and number of users is increasing day by day to access web pages. A Proxy server intercepts all client requests, and provides responses from its cache or forwards the request connects to the real server. Proxies were invented to add structure and encapsulations to distributed systems. The problems of web servers are heavy network traffic and Latency etc. To overcome these problems, proxy server caching is one of the solution. Proxy caching improve the speed of service requests by fetching the store web pages from an earlier request through the same point or even other point. In this research work Page Replacement Algorithm (LRU, LFU, FIFO) have analyzed for proxy server caching and proposed the randomly caching page replacement algorithm. It increases the hit rate with time and reduced execution time on proxy server cache. With the help of proposed algorithm, the performance of proxy server caching has been improved in terms of hit rate and time parameter.

Index Terms: Proxy Server, Web cache, Latency, Page Replacement Algorithm (LRU, LFU, FIFO) etc.

I. INTRODUCTION

The internet or World Wide Web is a global network system which is interconnected to the different computer nodes. World Wide Web is a network of network which has many public, private government and academic networks. The internet users are increasing day by day. It has more than 3.4 billions of users . Due to the large number of users on internet, it is not possible to satisfy the demands of every user in an proficient manner. Users suffer from the slow network environment, weak response time and heavy server load etc. Therefore to overcome network load, low response time and heavy server load Proxy server is intermediated between the clients and the server. Caching technique allow organization to improve system performance; Web proxy cache has to play an important role to reduce the latency, heavy network traffic and heavy server load. As the cache size is limited, it is not possible to keep all the demanded web pages in a cache.

When the cache is already full and a request for web page appears, which is not present in the cache then a miss occurs. By the page replacement algorithms, one of the pages is to be eliminated to create space for new arrival page which is requested by clients. The better utilization and optimization of cache is done by the selection of good and efficient page replacement policy. Mostly used page replacement algorithms are LRU, LFU and FIFO etc [2,3]. The requests of Client’s web pages are fulfilled by cache memory at proxy server. When client request for a web page, initially the demand request will go to proxy server. Proxy server will check the demand web page in its cache. If requested web page is found in Proxy server , it will check the demand web page in its cache. If requested web page is not found then demand request will be forwarded to the main web server and the demand web page is redirect to the proxy server and stores the copy of requested demand page and served to clients.

Cache Page replacement algorithms play a central role in the response time reduction by selecting a subset of documents for caching so that a given web system performance is maximized. The aim of this paper is to improve web system performance through caching technique with design and implementation of a web proxy caching algorithm which can be increase hit rate and improve execution time . The remaining sections of this paper consist of three different parts. In related work section we focus on the work done in the performance improvement of proxy caching. The result and discussion section focus our finding and significant. In conclusion conclude our work with limitation and future scope figures and tables.

II. RELATED WORK

Web proxy caching are huge active research areas. Network Traffic analysis of Web accessibility from the view of browsers proxies is most demanding research era previous tracing studies were bounded in number of requests, request rate and variety of population. The recent studies of tracing have wide scope and varied area. In addition to static analysis, some studies have also used to trace ambitious cache simulation to characterize the sharing property and localities of very large suggestions and to study the special effects of aborted connections, persistent connections and cookies on the concert of proxy caching. Many researcher have performed useful studies to improve current caching techniques in the field of proxy server. Recent studies on traffic of web are based on the analysis of Web accessibility from the approach of browsers proxies.

John Dilley [3] reported on the implementation and characterization of two newly proposed cache policies, LFU with Dynamic Aging (LFUDA) and Greedy Dual Size – Frequency (GDS-F) in the squid cache. Ismail Ari [4] proposed an adaptive Caching Scheme using Multiple Experts. It suggested that use of machine learning algorithms to choose the present best mixture of policies or policy by permitting each adaptive node to tune itself based on load of work. Martin Arlitt [5] introduced virtual caches, an approach for getting better the performance of the cache for multiple metrics simultaneously.
J. Almeida [6] liked to further explore the performance of the new cache replacement policies under a more realistic proxy workload. The best way to do this is by using a benchmark able to generate a workload appropriate for a proxy, such as the Wisconsin proxy benchmark. Richa Gupta [7] have proposed pair of replacement algorithms MFMR and AF-LRU for L1 and L2 cache for proxy server which performs better result than existing pair of replacement algorithms. Irani [8] have introduced greedy dual size, which have as a feature of locality with size and cost concerns in a simple and non parameterized fashion for elevated performance. Yong Zhen Guo [11] proposed web page prefetching technique, they must be able to guess the next set of web pages that will be entered by users and “Page-Rank Like Algorithm” was proposed for conducting web page prediction. Golan [10] proposed an optimal offline algorithm for page replacement in multi-level cache based on an algorithm for the rest listing updated problem and the DEMOTE operation. Shiva Shankar Reddy [11] have proposed a new method of caching HTTP Proxy servers which gets lower bandwidth by maintaining a web cache of internet objects. Dr. Murali Bhaskaran [12] discussed various data pre-processing techniques that are approved out at proxy server entrée log which generate web entrée pattern. These patterns are used for further application. Song Jiang [13] have proposed DULO algorithm, which utilizes both spatial and temporal locality in buffer cache management. Aelia Trivino-Cabrera [14] performed a trace driven simulation study of the replacement policies has been developed for the traffic generated by each considered content type. It has studied six replacement algorithms LFU, LFUDA and LRU, other three are specially developed for web documents GDSF, GD and GD Size, finally concluded that no replacement strategy do better than the other for all content type.

III. PROBLEMS WITH THE CACHING OF WEB PROXY

Web caching system should get better performance for network service providers, network administrator and end users, it can be accepted as an effectual way to grow the speed of web access rate, low server load, low latency perceived by the end users, improve response time and reduce network traffic to the end of users.

A. Load Maintaining

The situation occurs at any time for plentitude of clients who wants to wish simultaneously access content or access some services from its local cache with particular server. If the position is not provisioned to handle with these entire clients request simultaneously, service may be lost. Several ways to overcome this issue have proposed. The most frequently used method that is called caching. This caching technique saves the copy of popular web pages or services during the Internet, this spreads the job of serving a web page or service across different servers. Caching enhance the retrieval of web pages that access by same client or even other clients. It improves and increases the performance of server by reducing lot of server load.

B. Transparency

Transparency of cache systems allows users to get the advantages of caches without knowing that they exist, or without knowing to their location. The advantages of this technique are user friendly, no configuration detail is required by the end user and users can not escape the cache.

C. Scalability

It is very important that the cache system should be scalable as the servers and number of users increases day by day. It can be collective or stand-alone caches and clustered. Stand-alone caches are easy to maintain and handle the systems. However, cooperation between caches provided extra information about caching data, which could be communicated between caches without showing to the initialized server.

D. Cache Miss

Cache systems should be capable of fluently managing cache misses. When a cache miss occurs, a decision should be taken on where to be forwarded the request. Also a cache system should be decided that which data is to be cached or should all cached data be present equally.

Design and Implementation of Proposed Proxy Caching Algorithm

Web caching technique is a propitious technology in Web environment and in web caching, if the client requests a demand page from a server, it forwards to the server and will give response from the server. Which objects are cached form where location, web caching technology can be classified into following categories i.e., server-end proxy caching and client-end proxy caching.

If the request is validated by the filter, the proxy gives the resource by linking to the appropriate server and server serves the request service on the basis of the client’s request. A proxy server may optionally change the server’s response or the client’s request and sometimes it may serve up the request without accessing to specified server. In this case, it caches response from its local cache.

Figure 1 show a proxy server with cache memory which runs with a lot of characteristics such as reduces Latency time, load on web server, network traffic. This architecture also helps increase browsing of pages. In this system according to the proxy cache filled and new demand page request dismount at proxy a page replacement algorithm settle on which page has to be extrude from the cache.
very hit in cache add the time counter to count the cache hit in millisecond. The page replacement algorithm is decided the efficiency of system.

**Randomly Page Replacement Caching Algorithm**

There has been embracing theoretical and pragmatic work done on exploring policies of web caching that achieve good result under different enumeration metrics. A lot of algorithms have proposed and initiate efficient for caching of web proxy. These algorithms collection from simple generic schemes such as least-recently used (LRU), least- frequently used (LFU), first-in first-out (FIFO) and various size-based algorithms, to compound hybrid algorithms such as LRU-Threshold, which bear a resemblance to LRU with limit of size on single cache elements, lowest relative value (LRV), which is used to size, cost and last position time to evaluate its utility, and Greedy Dual, which combines locality, cost and size consideration into this algorithm. Shows the proposed Randomly Page Replacement Caching Algorithm. This algorithm is focused on the characteristic i.e. algorithm of swapping documents with time counter.

**Randomly Page Replacement Caching Algorithm (RPRCA)**

If there is a page p is available in Cache:

1. Serve up first such p and does not mark the page
2. IF again p find than marks the page up to one
3. IF all the pages in the web cache then it is to be marked.
4. If all are marked than unmark all the pages.
5. Discard randomly an unmarked page in the cache.
6. Add time counter with each hit
7. Save the time i.e execution time and repeat step 2.

**IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

A proposed Randomly Page Replacement Caching Algorithm (RPRCA) is developed in windows 7 by using C#.Net (Microsoft visual studio 2010) and the unique identification number is assigned to unique URL’s to log of proxy server. These numbers is taking as a reference string that suits input to these algorithms. We have also add time counter for counting execution time, and compare hit rate and execution time to all the previous algorithms. The results of this algorithm on the basis of hit ratio and execution time are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Requests &amp; Execution time</th>
<th>Number of Hit rate and Execution time Analysis on Different Number of Request is 400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Randomly Page Replacement Caching Algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIFO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>683ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>834ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>690ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**V. CONCLUSION**

This paper is basically focused to explore the increase the hit rate and improve execution time with applying Page replacement algorithm which is best suitable for proxy server. A real trace web reference is fetch with the help of log file details of proxy server. For the simulation numeric reference string was acquired by giving numeric identity to each of the URLs. During simulation we have compared FIFO, LRU and LFU replacement algorithms with this algorithm i.e Randomly Page replacement caching algorithm (RPRCA).

Here we have compared FIFO, LRU and LFU replacement algorithms with this proposed algorithm (RPRCA). We found that RPRCA algorithm 9.35% better than FIFO, 14.35% better than LFU and 7.6% better than LRU algorithm in terms of hit rate and execution time. After comprehensive simulation experiments is summarized that for proxy caching the RPRCA hit ratio and execution time performance better than others existing algorithms.
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